


Glass partition 
wall systems



11 years
on the market



K I E L C E



Strengths

Deadlines

Stock levels

Assembly groups

CNC 

Service

Fast delivery times 

Maintaining stock of profiles, accessories and glass

Own cutting and processing of laminated 

Modern CNC machine park

Warranty and post-warranty



Production
4267 m2

glass
aluminium 
wood



 Implementation

42 engineers
18 project managers
26 assembly teams



Service
Specialized service department.
The average time to remove a defect from 
notification in 2020 is 3.5 days throughout
Poland.



Lowest
profiles on the market 

The same height and appearance of all  
available profiles - 30mm

30 mm



Acoustic glass walls



PURE 
Top-class partition wall system
enabling innovative arrangement of office space.

The use of minimal amounts of aluminum is affected
for maximum illumination of the space.



Aluminum construction

Removable structure.
The walls are made of safety glass
laminated or toughened.

3500 mm
Maximum height

Colour
Powder coated profiles according to the RAL palette

22x25 mm
For 10-12mm glass
Ceiling, wall and floor profiles



high acoustic        
parameters Rw 47dB





SILENCE
Mullion-free partition wall system
provides maximum freedom
arrangement and surface lighting



Aluminum construction

Removable structure.
Glass panes joined by double-sided
adhesive tape or microprofiles

3200 mm
Maximum height

Colour
Powder coated profiles according to the RAL palette

Glass walls - single or double glazed:
laminated or toughened glass, 5-12 mm thick



high acoustic        
parameters Rw 47dB





ULTRA
SILENCE
The ULTRA SILENCE double-glazed system is characterized by
an original design, and makes it sensational
solutions for creating office space.



Aluminum construction

Removable structure.
Construction profiles in height
25 mm or 30 mm and a width of 100 mm.

3500 mm
Maximum height

Colour
Powder coated profiles according to the RAL palette

Filling the walls with laminated safety glass
or hardened with a thickness of 10 ÷ 12 mm



high acoustic parameters Rw 52dB





LOFT WALLS 



Loft glass walls are an original way to divide space, in addition, glass 
walls enriched with industrial muntin bars fit perfectly in high ro-
oms, with brick, wood or raw concrete. Precisely made, durable and       
high-quality constructions are a guarantee unique interior quality.

loft 
PURE LOFT
SILENCE LOFT 
ULTRA SILENCE LOFT









FIREPROOF WALLS



The fire protection systems we offer allow to
make various types of building elements, responsible for the            
organization of the so-called zones fire and provide adequate       
conditions for the evacuation of people.

FIREPROOF



PURE FS
Single-glazed system.
Construction profiles 30 mm high and 40 mm wide
Maximum height 3000 mm.
Aluminum profiles painted in any color from the RAL palette.
Fire resistance EI30 / EW30.
The possibility of placing light switches on the door frame profile.
The walls can be installed without muntins or with decorative muntins.



SILENCE FS 
Double-glazed system.
Construction profiles 30 mm high and 78 mm wide.
Maximum height 3200 mm.
Aluminum profiles painted in any color from the RAL palette.
Fire resistance EI30 / EW30.
The possibility of placing light switches on the door frame profile.
The walls can be installed without muntins or with decorative muntins



ULTRA SILENCE FS
Double-glazed system.
Construction profiles 30 mm high and 100 mm wide.
Maximum height 3000 mm.
Aluminum profiles painted in any color from the RAL palette.
Fire resistance EI30 / EW30.
The possibility of placing light switches on the door frame profile.
The walls can be installed without muntins or with decorative muntins.



MOBILE WALLS





DOOR





STANDARD DOORS
SWING DOOR
SLIDING DOORS 



OPTITEC FOIL



Each of our systems can be enriched with exceptionally attractive
technological solution which is OptiTec foil. It uses a liquid crystal layer,
which changes the optical properties. They are inside the foil
liquid crystals that normally have an irregular structure,
therefore it maintains its milky white color. It is enough to activate its operation
by means of an electric impulse activated by a remote control or a special application,
the foil then becomes completely transparent.

OPTITEC





CEILING







FURNITURE





THEY TRUSTED US 









CreoConcept Sp. z o. o. Sp. k.
ul. Karola Olszewskiego 19c 
25-663 Kielce 
tel. 41 278-72-33
NIP: 959-197-28-91

biuro@creoconcept.pl
serwis@creoconcept.pl

www.creoconcept.pl


